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Survey on
bike paths Umbrella power first step
circulated
to world sailing contests
"I’m ti red of being crunched up
against the curb in my bicycle and
taking sneers off fat -lipped motorists.
"Cars honk bike riders off the
streets and curse them on the sidewalks."
Taken from the Spartan Daily, Dec.
8.

The A.S. Executive has initiated
a plan to clear the streets of cyclists,
and give them a path of their own,
along with a central bike area on
campus.
According to Terry Spiezer, executive assistant to A.S. Pres. Mike Buck,
a survey to determine the needs of bike
riders will be circulated today at the
bike racks and in the College Union
at the Information Desk. The Information Desk is the return point ,for
the questionnaires.
"Ideally we hope need will be voiced,
and we can start work on an enclosed
area where bikes can be protected
from the elements and thefts," Spiezer
stated.
The survey will attempt to determine where the enclosed area should
be located: the south end of Seventh
Street or the old boiler room in the
middle of campus being prime choices,
according to Spiezer.
Other questions may determine the
need for bike paths to Eastridge, Valley
Fair, San Jose Chinatown, Williams
Street Park, and various student commuting areas.
Spiezer stated that the San Jose
Council is willing to listen to a bike
path proposal. Art Philpott, city traffic analyst, has been working with
Spiezer and Buck on determining the
feasibility of pathways.
Returning to the subject of the
bike maintenance area, Spiezer explained that besides guarding the bicycles, repair services and possibly a
trade center could be instituted.
"When people leave campus for
good, they just scatter their bikes.
A trading center for used bikes handled
by the A.S. will set up fair prices for
the old ones, and perhaps start selling
new ones straight from the catalogues,
without charging outrageous profits,"
he commented.
According to Pat Wiley, assistant
director of the College Union, the
Campus Parking Committee, an Academic Council group, is completely in
accord with the proposed bike facility.
It will be making recommendations to
SJS President John H. Bunzel for exlarging bike parking facilities and constructing more racks in the centralized area on Seventh Street.
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By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Feature Editor
"I had a rowboat when I was
young," explained Bob Simp k ins,
"and I learned to sail by paddling
it to one end of a lake during a
storm, opening a beach umbrella,
and cruising back."
That was 14 years ago. Last
summer Bob, a senior industrial
design major, dropped his anchor
at the World Sailing Championship
in Santa Cruz.
Up against topnotch sailors representing 12 countries, Bob placed
14th. Since then, he has been sailing in local meets and practicing
almost daily to qualify for next
year’s championship, to be held in
Finland.
"I haven’t found out whether I’ve
been selected to represent the U.S.
yet," he related. "Only eight openings are allowed for each country,
so I’ve been looking in the mailbox every day to see if I made it."
Bob sails in the 505 class, which
he claims "one of the fastest single
hill boats in the world."
"These dinghies are the sports
cars of the sailing set," he noted,
"purely for racirg."
Bob has also mrticipated in two

trans -Pacific races, sailing from
Los Angeles to Honolulu with his
family in their 50 -foot craft.
"The first year we entered we
came in last," he said. "It’s a pretty
big ocean and we got lost."
He said the next year they didn’t
do much better because they wasted
too much time looking for a strong
wind. The 2,225 mile voyage took
them 14 days, and they averaged
about six miles per hour.
Bob said he wouldn’t like to take
off for a few years to go on a world
cruise because "I just don’t have
the wanderlust.
"I’m too interested in speed,"
"I couldn’t take just
he added.
moseying around from port to port."
According to Bob, there’s more
to sailing than the glamor and excitement it offers. "I like it because
it’s a quiet sport," he contends.
"It provides an escape from the
hassles of everyday life."
Bob is a member of the SJS
Sailing Club, which has more than
45 active members and owns two
sailboats. He said the club teaches
the art of sailing and safety techniques to anyone interested in joining. Prospective members can call
Dennis Ivans at 292-9719 for additional information.

Ships ahoy
Bob Simpkins, a member of the SJS sailing, club does a
maneuver that sports fans call "hiking." The only danger
involved in this stunt is that a hungry fish might take a
hunk out of your behind.

Chicanos oppose SJS area
Job Corps, claim no voice
Chicanos are protesting a proposed
Job Corps Center for the SJS community
because they claim they have no part
in its organization.
The U.S. Labor Department has
made a contract with Singer -Graphics
to operate the $1.3 million project.
Jack Ybarra, president of Confederacion de la Raza Unida, said the Labor
Department has rejected two alternatives submitted by his group and combined local manpower agencies.
The first would set up a governing
board for the center with members
elected by La Raza and the other agencies.
The second proposal called for
Singe r-Graphic to subcontract the
entire project to the governing board.
Ybarra is seeking support from the
San Jose City Council for his group’s
protest.
He has asked that the City Council
stop the Job Corps from locating here
until the Labor Department agrees to
more cummunity participartion in the
project.
"This thing is being set up mostly
for the benefit of Chicano kids and our
community must be intimately associated with the planning, directing

and implementing of the project," says
Ybarra.
Among the local manpower agencies
involved are the Foundation for Re-

search and Community Development,
Jobs for Progress, Opportunities Industrialization Center, and the Santa
Clara Valley Skills Center.

Foreign students seek
further tuition action
Foreign students will discuss further action to fight the tuition boost
tomnrrow night at 6 at the Intercultural Center on South 10th and East
San Fernando streets.
According to San Jose attorney
Richard Such, Judge Vincent Bruno has
denied the motion to reconsider his
decision on the courts non-interference
with the college’s budgetary policy.
Such added, however, that a petition would be filed for an "extraordinary writ."
Spokesman for the Intercultural
Steering Committee (ICSC) urged a1,1
foreign students to participate in the
discussion during the meeting.
The foreign students tuition problem first became an issue last year

when the state college Board of Trustees hiked the tuition to $555 per semester.
Most of the foreign students did
not find out about the rise in college
costs until this summer. They protested the short notice at the court
hearing earlier this semester.
The foreign students also claimed
that the trustees had broken an earlier
promise to them not to raise the fees.
However, the judge ruled in favor of
the board of trustees and against the
foreign students.
Officials for the state college system have announced that the additional
fees are due, but some students have
not payed them, hoping for reconsideration.

Financial aid
applications
now available
Applications for financial assistance through the College Assistance
Program are now being taken for
spring semester.
Student applicants must be full time
students (12 units) and meet the Federal
low-income criteria.
The types of assistance available
are:
Talent Development Stipend- -Students will work with community orgainizations for $2.50 an hour and
may work up to 40 hours a month.
O Tutorial Associate Stipend --Students will tutor in local schools for
$2.50 an hour and may work up to
40 hours a month.
O Student Expense Fund --Student
will receive a maximum of $75 per
semester. The money is to be used
for textbooks, health cards, student
activity fees, and medical expenses.
O Student Loan Fund--A maximum
of $500 per school year is available.
The student has three years after finishing school to pay the loan with no
interest.
Applications are available at 1660
McKee Road, San Jose, or by calling
College Assistance at 298-3977. Deadline for applications is Jan. 1.

Not so very long ago!

SJS student life regimented, conformist
By JOYCE KRIEG
Daily City Editor
The handbook given to all new students spelled out the rules in no uncerAll students under 21
tain terms.
had to live in sexually -segregated
Women
college -approved housing.
could not visit men’s apartments unchaperoned. Smoking around the Tower
was verboten.
SJS in the 1940s?
No, SJS in
1961.
tile
of
Tower
Hall
has
crumbled
The
very little in the past 10 years, but
the student life-style has changed from
regimentation and conformity to almost
total freedom.
A typical entry in the "Spartans
don’t" section of the 1961 handbook was
"wear pedal pushers (PEDAL PUSHERS?) or Bermudas on campus
(women)."
Most of these rules were enforced,
too. An article in the Spartan Daily
of 10 years ago related that three coeds
were suspended for the rest of the
semester for violating the 11 p.m.

curfew and having liquor in their rooms.
"There was a tremendous amount of
hand -holding done by the college administration," Jay Thorwaldson, fall 1961
Spartan Daily editor, recalls.
"One major example was on campus
discipline. If a student were involved
in a riot or theft, he’d be handled by
the student disciplinary board, often in
lieu of the police moving in."
Student riots were a major problem
in 1961 -years before the Dow Chemical fracas, put SJS on the network evening news.
Fraternities, in their hey -day in
1961, would throw beer bashes which
would often climax with bonfires set
in the middle of "frat row" -South 11th
Street.
A hen the police and fire department
would move in, the drunken frat
brothers would throw rocks at them and
yell "Gestapo!"
All was not fun and games on campus, however. The beatnik fad, which
was t‘le beginning of a counterculture
movement on many college campuses,

ever really caught on at staid SJS.
"SJS was a very conservative
student body - -conservative and apathetic," Thorwaldson said.
Men wore the Ivy League look -button down shirts, narrow ties --and
women favored skirts and cardigans,
pointy -toed shoes and short, bouffant
hairdos.
Reflecting the career -oriented outlook of most SJS students, the Spartan
Daily ran large recruitment ads from
Boeing, Western Electric, and other
"military industrial complex" componies.
Some of the headlines in the faded,
yellowed Spartan Daily seem similar to
those in today’s papers. Bike thefts
were not uncommon. The latest fad
sweeping the sororities was tie -dying.
The Mann County Courthouse was in
the news --only this time it was Henry
Miller, defending his "Tropic of
Cancer" on obscenity charges, who was
on the stand.
The 14,000 students went in for traditional activities straight out of a

’30s college movie: homecoming queen
coronation balls, panty -raids and
dances where "Ron Brown and Ruth
Hamilton were acclaimed new twist
champions of the college," according to
the lavish write-up in the Daily.
N ea r I y every issue contained
"Sparta -Go- Round" social column with
the latest tidbits on who had been
pinned, pledged, engaged or married.
Despite SJS’ basic apathy, it was
not entirely apolitical. Thorwaldson
remembers that there was a peace center on South Third Street and a tiny.
left-wing underground paper. The civil
rights movement was also gaining
momentum.
But of even more importance, he
said, was "the intense, fearful paranoia
about who was a Communist."
Fall -out shelter fever was at its
peak in 1961, with the Daily running
a five -part series on civil defense.
Rarely did a day go by when someone
didn’t write a letter concerning the
Communist threat.
One campus group, Students Against

Communism, actually sent dossiers to
the FBI of students and groups it felt
were subversive, according to
Thorwaldson.
Communist hysteria reached its
climax when one State Sen. Jack
Thompson, a Republican from Evergreen, called the SJS dorms "kind of
a Communist stronghold."
"There was a pervasive fear,"
Thorwaldson said, "of Communists
being able to turn the minds of the
younger generation."
But far from being Communist sympathizers or Birchers, most students
believed in President Kennedy.
"He was a rebirth of the national
spirit after the geriatric years of the
Eisenhower image.
His melting of
the practical politician with the idealist was respected. Some of us felt
it’s better to be an idealist than a
winner --but still you loved the guy,"
the former editor explained.
Thorwaldson, now 11 aid ensconced
in suburbia, reflected on the days n:ien
Continued on page 3
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Staff Comment

(Felting the shaft’
1Sinales
te
By MARVIN SNOW
The state legislature just
passed the new tax package that
deals with incomewitholding. And
guess what? The singles get the
shaft.
A single worker claiming no
dependents and who earns between
$120 and $125 a week will find
his pay check $2.10 short every
week. That’s $8.40 a month or
$90.80 a year.
A married man earning the
same and who claims no dependents has $1.30 deducted from his
check. That’s $5.20 a month and
$62.40 per year or $28.40 less
than the single person.
Unusual? Hardly at all. Singles pay more federal taxes due
to the lack of deductions allowed
a married person.
The disparity increases as the
pay goes up. Once the single’s
pay check reaches the $200 gross
mark (not unusual for a college
graduate with the right major or
a good salesman) he loses $6.40
a week as compared to the man
working next to him, doing the
same job and receiving the same
amount of pay --only he’s married.
That man pays only $3.50. Quite
a difference.
In one year, the single will
have $307.20 pul led from his check
A
against the married’s S168.
difference of S139. or 54 per cent.
(Both claiming no dependents.)

--

By MIKE
A.S. President

Editors’ Note: The following is
the conclusion to Mike Buck’s
column which ran in last Friday’s
Daily.
In today’s column Buck
explains how his proposed campus
newspaper would operate.
The Daily Spartan will be published at least three times a week
and available by the first morning
class on those days at distribution points that reflect the changing
Concampus traffic patterns.
struction on campus has altered
the previous traffic paths, but
these changes have not affected
the locations where the current
campus newspaper is available.
We are currently investigating

the possibilities of having an A.S.
Print Shop, with expanded facilities and additional equipment to
prepare most of the paper for
printing, and eventually have the
paper printed entirely on campus.
The State Print Office has stated
that state funds can be used to
publish newspapers that originate
from journalism departments.
Thus, the department could still
publish a laboratory organ, but on
a somewhat limited basis
The editor of the Daily Spartan
will be chosen by an impartial
board composed of student representatives, advisors and studentsat- large . Currently, the editor,
for the Journalism Departments’

Of course, the married man
can claim himself and his wife,
which would reduce his withholding to $1.90 a week, while the
single, claiming 1 dependent, has
his reduced to $5.90 per week.
For the single who earns $200
a week and claims one dependent,
his year’s withholding is $283.20.
For the married man earning the
same and claiming two deductions,
it’s only $91.20 for the year.
The single person is paying
over three times more in taxes.
In other words, the single person
is paying the same amount as three
married men each claiming two
dependents.
It is quite obvious why the single person bears the heaviest tax;
he keeps his mouth shut. Our
politicians must contend with
pressure groups, property owners, big corporations, welfare,
low-income, middle -income and
upper -income groups.
As the highest paying individuals in the state, singles should
receive the most back in refunds.
Will the money be avai lable or
will a new tax have to be found
to pay refunds? Will the state
close the loopholes that singles
use to find tax relief?
Tax relief isbeingprovidedfor
everyone but the single person.
How about some relief for the
singles before they’re forced to go
on welfare.

Earth Wise
By Phil Clausen

There’s good news in pollutionland.
Computers are wracking their
brains putting together car pools
to cross the Bay Bridge. Computer -crossed commuters, as
well as those who form a carpool
with three or more to a car on
their own, cross the bridge toll tree!
As a matter of fact, two lanes
have been reserved for three -to a -car commuters.
Presently only 1.2 persons
ride in each car. And that point two is a lousy conversationalist.
Ironically, handing out questionnaires to gain info for the
computer has slowed traffic and
caused back-ups onto the East shore Freeway before the experiment began.
Bridge authorities, however,
hope that by pooling 2,000 or more
of the 23,000 commute -hour cars
they will drop out of the ratpack
to lessen the bridge -load and save
our sky from the muck.
Oaklanders act as if they’re
really serious about clearing their
sky. Almost concurrent with the
opening of the bridge experiment
will be the beginning run of an
experimental steambus by the AC
Transit District in Oakland.
Steam engines emit practically
none of the smog-noq common to

Office
The President’s
HICK

the infernal -internal combustion
engines.
Previously, steambuses have
been used in Dallas.
It would be nice if San Jose
would take the example to heart -but then, cow towns never catch
on.
I would like to see all cars
over 50 horsepower banned from
city streets, exiled to freeway use
only. It makes no sense to have
a car that will cruise at 75 mph
come beeping and creeping into
town at 30 mph.
Conventional
cars pollute more at low speeds
because they are built for high
speed.
Let bikers and hikers and
electric golf carts be seen on our
city streets, but no dinosaurs.
As the population of San Jose
becomes more compacted, cars
will crash more and steamroll
more people.
The other day a
car tried to flatten the rear end
of my bicycle, but I pounded on
his hood so he stopped.
Of course, if population booms
us into starvation, some people
may be glad to flatten under the
mad wheels of forgetfulness. But
then that’s just more econonsense, isn’t it?
Another day on "The Polluted
Planet" passes.

Its tentacles are everywhere

Letters to the editor

‘Strand of the reserved’
Editor:
Every once in a while, and on
and on, sometimes amidst the
sandbox squabbler’s squawks and
robust Portnoys, one might catch
a glimpse of the silent minority.
For you see, interwoven with the
legions of ego evangelists, seldom
noticed, there exists a strand of
the reserved.
Quiet observation will often
reveal a people silently singing
solitary soliloquys to their surrounding seamless puppets.
Socially scorned as the Shy, there
are those amongst us who still
envision happiness as a contentment of the mind.
And whether or not the Move-

ment is dead, and whether or not
God has forgotten them, and regardless of the price of cigars,
there still remains a core of the
disaffected unproclaimed.
If lucky, one might view a
marching dissertation on sidewalk
etiquette, or hear a snatch of
phrase frpm their labyrinth network of inner feelings. And though
their realm is oft’ not ours they
are as real as spring and as color
laden as fall.
There is no expose or moral
in this --merely an invitation to
perspective, possibly for joy of
cooking.
James M. Bittner
D25771

Financial death in offing
Editor:
After reading the paper I "subscribe" to, The Spartan Daily,
and listening to "The March of the
Spartans" performed by the SJS
Band this past semester, I would
have to agree with A.S. Pres.
Mike Buck that funds should no be
forthcoming to
these interest
groups in future semesters.
Buck is right in wanting to cut
student funds from the Daily if
figures speak the truth. The Daily
receives $40,000 with only 50
members of the college community
involved in the writing and publication of the paper. This statement is in comparison to the $1,5043
the campus literary magazine
Reed is asking for so that it may
publish enough copies for student
body enjoyment next semester.
Last Thursday "R eed" editor
Chuck Edwards went before the
allocations committee seeking
funds and he was turned down on a
This Wednesday
3-1-1 vote.
Edwards will appear before the
student council in hopes that 67
per cent of the council’s membership will see fit to overrule the
allocations committee’s decision
and provide Edwards with the funds
he needs.
Reed is a publication in which
any student may submit his literary work, including photographs.
It is truly a campus -wide activity that is needed in the literary
field.

Reed has been published annually for over 30 years and is
serving a unique service to the
college. It would be a shame to
see something that is available to
everyone at this college die a
financial death on the student body
guillotine.
Rich Clark
D27591

Let’s televise
football game
Editor:
Hearty congratulations to SJS’
football team and its coaches for
"landing" in the Pasadena Bowl.
Perhaps this will give the community of San Jose needed image
and impetus to become a "big
town" in many ways- -not just size.
Additionally, with some two
weeks to prepare, it would be
great if one of our local TV
stations carried the Pasadena
Bowl rather than San Francisco or
I’d hate to hear that
Oakland.
tired old refrain that, "it is too
hard to sell to an advertiser(s)
and that’s why we did not carry
it." Let’s see if local TV time
salesmen are any good at all!
Henry M. Plymire
Member, Sports Commission

newspaper, is elected by students
writing for the paper.
After the selection of the
editor, this person will sit with
another special group to choose
the rest of the staff. Any student
having the desire to participate
in this activity will be eligible
to do so. Any group wishing to
publish a particular article reflecting their viewpoint will have
that article printedprovided it is
not libelous; a clear case of
slander; or unsubstantiated facts,
etc. Articles that are copyrighted
by the student may also be submitted.
The Daily Spartan will offer no
credit -- merely the opportunity
for all interested students to get
incolved in writing and publishing
a student controlled paper. As
an A.S. activity, students most
responsible for getting the Daily
Spartan ready for publication will
be eligible to receive work-study
funds provided they meet the requirements of the work-study
program.
The needs of the night students
on this campus are being overlooked and ignored by the present
campus newspaper.
The Daily
Spartan will have a special supplement for the night students that
will be available on Monday, summarizing the activities and events
of the forthcoming week. It will
also be mailed to the students’
home should they wish to pay the
nominal charge for postage.
Journalism students will also
be eligible to write for the paper
provided that they are not concurrently serving in the journalism laboratory. Thus, journalism
students who wish to write beyond
the two semester limit will be
able to do so. Any student who
wishes to freelance can do so.
It will truly be an independent
student -run paper.
In the past, independent newspapers or tabloids have appeared.
"Oasis" and "Outside Agitator"
were products of students in the
Speech Department. "Shaka" was
published by the Black student
"ConThe
journalism club.
servative Review" was at one time
published by the Young Americans
for Freedom. "Sedition" is offered to the campus community by
the laboratory for survival.
These publications have been
exciting, presenting a varied
viewpoint and generally adding a
dimension to campus news reporting that was heretofore foreign to
the campus --alien because it did
not come out of the Journalism
Department.
People change. Times change.
Attitudes and values change. The
Journalism Department has not
It is time for an inchanged.
dependent campus newspaper that
is truly a campus newspaper which
serves the wants and needs of its
audience. The Daily Spartan will
serve the students of SJS.
Editor’s note: All student and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the letters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office, JC 208, and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or faculty card number must be included, and all letters must be signed.
Non-students and non-faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone
number and title or position. The
Spartan Daily will not print letters which
are libelous:or in poor taste. The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted.
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Campus Review

Push for student strength

By ERX SCHATMEIER
In its never ending quest for truth, Campus Review this week reaches all the way across this g r eat nation of ours to Minneapolis, Minn., where
college students across the country are being asked to join a movement which holds more potential
for good than the SDS, YAF and the Polar Bear
Club put together.
At nearby Mankato, Minn, the Mankato State
College Marketing Club has formed the Committee
for Rejection of Obnoxious Commercials (CROC)
The organization’s aim is to ridicule irritating
and obnoxious commercials off the air. At the same
time, they hope to encourage imaginative advertising by praising the deserving.
There are currently over 1,000 members of
CROC form coast to coast and they will participate in the spring balloting for the "10 Biggest
CROCs of the Year"- -the 10 worst TV commercials
of the season. "Winners" o f the awards will be
nationally publicized, and, ostracized.
"There seem to be enough bad TV commercials
to offend just about everybody," says the organizations founder, public relations man Bill Bentzin. "We’ve got memberships from grade school
set to retirees. College students I’ve talked with
feel very strongly about improving commercials.
They’re much to sophisticated to be impressed by
the ridiculous things that some of the agencies
resort to in commercials."
CROC will send its membership packet to any
A
one interested in joining the organization.
dollar entitles the new member to eight "Your
commercial is a CROC" cards , a membership
card, a "Crush Revoltingly Obnoxious Commercials" poster and a "Lets Get CROCed Together"
button along with the right to vote in the spring
election.
The address to send membership requests
to is COLLEGE CROC, Box 1022C, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55440.
As the ad boys are fond of saying, "Right
On. Lets Get It Together."

"We want to be inside
the convention hall instead of outside, like we
were in Chicago."
That’s the goal of
Rich Overstreet, A.S.
councilman.
As a delegate to the
Emergency Conference
For New Voters, held in
Chicago Dec. 3, Overstreet is working toward
getting student representation at the Demo-

cratic party nominating
convention.
The Emergency
Conference is a bi-partisan group trying to obtain delegate strength at
nominating conventions
to represent students,
minorities, the poor
and the aged. But with
its 1 i be ra 1 obertones,
it’s directed mainly at
the Democratic Party.
"What we want to do

is educate new voters
as to how the delegate
selection process
works," said Overstreet. To diseminate
the information, a Northern California conference has been tentatively scheduled for
Stanford University on
Jan. 8-9.
The Democratic
party is considering
plans to require all can-

SwordfightsHazard-ous’ hobby
By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Feature Writer
Attach the letters
"ous" to Dr. Benjamin
Hazard’s surname and
it becomes an adjective
that aptly describes this
SJS professor’s favorite
sport, kendo Japanese
sword fighting.
Kendo means "the
way of the sword," a
style of Japanese fencing with an emphasis on
the art of swordsman -

ship.
Technically, though,
the most hazardous
aspect of kendo is its
advanced degrees where
students who qualify use
the bared steel blade.

an opponent wearing
protective clothing.
Once studentsmaster
this step in kendo they
graduate to the wooden
sword or "bokuto,"
which is used to teach
the same cuts and parries as the bared blade.
Finally, students of
kendo advance to the
steel sword, but, said
Dr. Hazard, "it usually
takes many years of
training before they
reach this point."
Dr. Hazard said only
two men today hold 10
degrees, the highest that
kendo offers. Dr. Hazard himself holds a fifth
degree in kendo, as well
as a third degree in
sword -drawing called
"iai."
"The art of swordsmanship began with the
rise of the samurai, or
warrior class in 12th
Century Japan and was
called "tachikaki," explained Dr. Hazard.
When
constant
warfare in Japan during
the 14th and 15th centuries demanded that the
samurai develop their
skill with the swork,
"kenjutsu," an earlier
form of kendo was introduced and studied by the
military as one of the
more important martial
arts.
"Today," saidDr.
Hazard, "kendo has
adopted the character
of a sport, rather than
a preparation for war."
However, kendo
training today still
maintains inherent philosophy that mastery et
one’s self is tantamount
to mastery of the tech-

According to Dr.
Hazard, who teaches
Asian history at SJS,
beginning students of
kendo use a bamboo
weapon called a "shinai"
with which they strike

/Mir

The student who submits the prize-winning
name will receive a lifetime pass to the coffeehouse.
Gusto and the
two managers will
choose the winning name
after Christmas vacation.

humanities.
For further information contact:
Richard D. Lee,
assistant dean, School
of Law; Dr. Jerry R.
Gillespie, associate
dean, School of Veterinary Medicine; Dr.
Alexander Barry, associate dean, School of
Medicine; and Dr.
Martin P. Oettinger,
associate dean, Graduate Division at the University of California,
Davis, Calif.
95616.

MOO El Coming SANTA cLARA

CINEMA 1501t.

Kendo swordsmen

"THERE’S A GIRL
IN MY SOUP"
"BOB, CAROL
TED & ALICE"
PftUNNEYARD 311

Board, care houses under
discussion by City Council
The increase of
board and care homes
for mental patients in
the SJS campus area
was a point of major
concern to citizens present at the second town
hall meeting held by San
Jose City Councilmen
Wednesday night.
At this meeting for
residents from San
Jose’s downtown area,
Mayor Norman Mineta
said these homes are
needed but that they are
"impacting" the college

Getreu said the
Planning Commission is
currently discussing
this matter, and that

amendments to city ordinances that will help
to decentralize these
board and care homes
will be presented to the
City Council in 30 to 45
days.
Estimating that
there are 15,000 mental
patients in San Jose,
Councilman Joe Colla
said he doesn’t oppose
board and care homes
if they are adequately
regulated. But he doubted that patients released
from state hospitals
benefit if placed in over-

c1...

Watch for
Eclipse magazine
in the Daily

lunch counters, and listened to Kingston Trio
records:
"I don’t think there is
that much to be nostalgic
about.
It was such an
ignorant era. It was
ridiculous --but every
generation has the right
to be ridiculous."
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TIIE WAREHOUSE

DEC. 16
18 AND OLDER

HELP
WITHOUT
HASSLE.
That’s what Fort Help does.
Fort Help is the Center
for Solving Special Social and Health Problems.
When you need to talk we’re here to listen.
We’re professional. But more important
we’re unconventional.
We don’t believe in red tape, uniforms,
or a clinical atmosphere.

)11,

WOO

r

Fe

We don’t moralize, criticize, ostracize, or polarize.
What we do believe in is helping.
We do it with a concerned staff.
Friendly comfortable surroundings.
And privacy.
So come see us.
We’ll talk (or listen) your problem
down to size.
Whatever’s right. For you.
What about payment?
Money’s fine. Or your time.
You see we need help too.

’27.00 DON
COMPLETE BED INCLUDES;
NATRESS-FRAME-PAD-SAFETY LINER
HEATERS REDUCED TO ’20.00

To all students with ASH cards and faculty

a

tASS

ON COMPLETE WATERBEDS:
’37.00 KING - QUEEN - DOUBLE

389 S. First, SI CY1-4191

Upholstery
Radios
Overhauls
Tune- ups

294

SALE

State Book Shop

We Front end work
do: Body and fender
Custom engine
Transmissions Brakes

Son C,In

4th .1

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Special Student

11,

THE PI SCEAN
ISO

rugues of swordsmanship.
Early teachers of
kendo believed the victor conquered his opponent through use of a
stronger will rather
than with thoughts of
victory or defeat.
Dr. Hazard said he
was first introduced to
kendo while stationed in
Japan with the U.S.
Armed Forces following
WW II. Since then he
has vied as a member
of the American kendo
team in the International
Kendo Matches that
were held in Japan in
1967 and 1970.
In 1964 Dr. Hazard
started a kendo club at
SJS where students and
faculty members meet
once a week on Thursdays for three hours to
learn or develop skills
in kendo.
Among the students
who participate in the
kendo activities is his
own daughter Maylyne
Hazard, 18, an SJS biological science major.
Dr. Hazard explained that kendo is not necessarily a man’s sport
since traditionally
Japanese women have
also been trained to use
the sword.
Although having no
sons of his own, Dr.
Hazard said he has
trained all four of his
daughters in this art
of the sword.

The tenure and retention defense fund will
hold a benefit cocktail
party Wednesday from 3
to 7 p.m. at Newman
Center, 79 S. Fifth St.
Monies raised will
provide financial support for people who have
been denied tenure or
retention because of a
decision from the Chancellor’s office, according to Dr. Robert Witte,
defense fund treasurer.
The fund was initiated a few years ago
and has been used to
defray legal costs in
the Rutherford, Kurzweil and Duman cases,
Dr. Witte said.
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crowded care homes,
many in the same area
of the city

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast Fly
One Way From $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP-SJSC Members
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Commie on campus?
(Cont from page 1)
he slicked down his
Duck -ass hairdo with
"greasy kid stuff,"
bought two-for -a -quarter sandwiches at local

delegates," he said.
"If the selection of
the delegates is notpublicized, students won’t
be on the slates," said
Overstreet. "In the past
students haven’t been
represented, and if action is not taken, that
will continue."
A.S council allocated
$300 for Overstreet to
take the trip to Chicago
for the three-day conference.

Fund party

SJS student may submit
a name for the coffeehouse at the information
desk in the College
Union or in the Associated Students office.

area.
City Planning Director Sanford Getreu said
although the older,
multi -room houses
around the campus lend
themselves to the care
of mental patients, he
admitted city officials
had not "anticipated
there would be so
many."

didates to hold delegate
selection meetings the
first Saturday in February of every presidential election year.
Congressional districts
form the basis for the
gatherings.
Overstreet hopes
that students will be sent
to all the districts to
represent everycandidate. "By their very
presence, they will influence the selection of

Professor wields blade

Minority grad spots
Students from disadvantaged backgrounds
and ethnic minorities
are being sought by the
University of California
at Davis.
The graduate and
professional schools on
the campus have joined
in a program toencourage students from
socially and economically disadvantaged
backgrounds to consider
training in graduate
fields including law,
medicine, veterinary
medicine, sciences and

Spartan
The
liaily printed in
Thursday’s paper a
story reporting that
three students are
suspected of assault
and battery as a result of an alleged
fight Tuesday night
after the intramural
bask etball tournament in the Men’s
Gym.
The matter contained in the story
was drawn from the
campus Security report.
The Daily did not
intend, however, to
imply that the Security report was
necessarily accurate or t ,implete. It
would have been
more appropriate LO
qualify I he statements with Security
"alleged" rather
than Security "said"
or "reported."
The suspects
should not be considered guilty until
proven so in a court
of law.
More details will
follow after further
investigation by the
Spartan Daily.

Youth group wants representation

Name the coffeehut
and become famous
The managers of the
SJS coffeehouse don ’t
want to call their enterprise the SJS coffeehouse.
In an effort to come
up with a name for the
coffeehouse, slated to
open the first weekend
in January in the old
Spartan Cafeteria,
coordinator, Terry
Gusto is holding a "name
the coffeehouse" contest.
Starting today, any

Correction
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WHAT CAN YOU 00 10 HELP?
0 paint
0 counsel

I

DOES

0
0

plumbing
electrical

0 repair

o photography

0 research

0 write

0 hips
0 smile

0 give a of

0 CarpentrY

o thaufteur
0

give

01

money

a little money

0 give anything
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SJS cagers split,faceGators

The SJS varsity
basketball team, who
had its ups and downs
over the weekend, will
try and regroup forces
tonight when they host
the San Francisco State
Gators in Spartan
The non-league
affair gets underway at
8 o’clock. A frosh contest between the two
schools will kick off the
evenings action at
6 o’ clock.
After starting the
weekend off in grand
style with a 107-70
thrashing of Hayward
Friday ’night,
State
the Spartans squandered a 16 -point halftime
lead and fell, 82-76, to
Nevada -Reno Saturday
evening.
The loss for SJS
dropped them to 2-3 in
non-league play.
Spartan coach Ivan
Guevara accepted
blame for the loss,
because, as he pointed
out, he began substituting too soon in the
game.
Usually a 16 point lead is fairly safe.
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California Chicanos get Four team
inadequate educations’ semi-final
playoffs

By GENE McHONE
Daily Staff Writer
:whools
California
have failed to adequatel
educate Chicano students, according to a
report issued Tuesday
by the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights.
The report. "The
Unfinished Education:
for MinOutcomes
orities in the Five
Southwestern States,"
covered school systems
in Texas. California,
Colorado, New Mexico
It conand Arizona.
centrated on the Chicano
student.
In California. the report states that 64 per
cent of Chicanos in high
school do not graduate.
Six per cent have
already left school by
the eighth grade. said the
report.
In comparison, the
report found that 67 per
cent Black students and
86 per cent White graduate from high school.
The report hit hard
on reading achievement
levels. Saying that the

ecord of C alifornia
students is "poor to
begin with, and does not
improve in the higher
grades," the report
showed 52 per cent of
Chicano fourth graders
are reading below grade
level.
In its overall survey,
the commission found
are
that Chicanos
almost three times as
likely to repeat the first
grade as Whites, andalmost twice as likely as
Blacks.
Figures in the survey show 16 per cent of
Chicanos repeating the
first grade compared
with six per cent Whites
and nine per cent
Blacks.
Throughout the
Southwest, the report
says that Chicanos are
two or more years overage for their grade
level.
The most significant difference
appears in the eighth
grade where more than
nine per cent of Chic -
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New Life
New Life Vocations,
rl
counseling program
concerned with helping
students find employment in socially relevant areas, needs volunteer workers.
The center now has
only two paid positions,
but Jim Zuur, New Life
counselor,
Vocations
hopes to obtain outside
grants soon so volunteers can work intopaid
positions.
Volunteers are
needed to check into job
? ALL THE SPAGHETTI I
YOU CAN EAT -31.00.
ineleles girlie bread
with ASS card

?
lii) IDA
I
I Ill 1 11 It tN I
172 1 Santa Clara 51.2
16 am
im um

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

Art Cleaners
One Day Service

"Work a/ Art"

anus ale over -age as
compared to a little
more than one per cent
Four teams remain
for Whites.
in contention in both the
In the area of extra- upper and lower diviactivities, sion Intramural basketcurricular
the report says that Chi- ball playoffs.
canos are under repreTwo semi-final
sented, even where they games for each division
constitute the majority will be played today and
of a student body.
tomorrow night, with the
The report con- finals slated to go on
cluded with no recom- Wednesday.
mendations, but said,
The lower division
"The ultimate test of playoff games are set
a school system’s effec- for today.
tiveness is the perforThe Hatchetmen take
mance of its students. on Nosotros starting at
Under that test, our 9 in PER 1. The other
schools (in the South- game features the Banwest) are failing."
ditos and Air Force
At a Los Angeles ROTC.
That contest
Tuesconference
press
also starts at 9 and
report’s
the
one
of
day,
will be played in PER2.
commissioners, attorTomorrow night, the
ney Manuel Ruiz Jr., upper division semisaid the report proves finalists will be decided.
that Chicanos are being
NTG takes on Cock’s
short-changed in their Inn, with a starting time
education.
of 7:15 in the Men’s
"Those Pollyannas Gym. At 8:15, the Bruthat say it isn’t so, can’t isers challenge the
argue the point any Mayham Monks, also in
more." stated Ruiz.
the Men’s Gym.

Sweaters & Caohmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 L SANTA CLARA

rmuoo

tSPARTAN TH:11El. MART
Still Has Airline Seals
To Southern California
For Christmas Vacation

opportunities in new
areas ofemployment
and to start a people’s
yellow pages, a community guide to services
in the San Jose area.
Zuur or Jim Baldrige in the New Life
Vocations office, Bldg. Q
Rm. 10 (next to the busmess Tower)haveadditional information.
Office hours are 10:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monda3 through Thursday.

Youth jobs
I s o student positions are available on the
Santa Clara Youth Advisory Committee. The
committee researches
new projects and activities for the youth and
then makes recommendations to the Santa
Clara City Council.
Interested students
should be a resLient of
Santa Clara, and should
check with Ruth Leonardi in the A.S. offices
on the third level of the
College Union by this
afternoon.

Weather
A
meteorology
seminar series sponsored by the SJSMeteorology Department will
feature Clair Jensen,
supervising aviation
forecaster for National
Weather Service Forecast office in San Fran -

cisco.
The talk entitled
"Aviation Forecasting A Practical Application
of Meteorology", will be
Tuesday at 3:15 in DH
615.

But the big lead was
soon whittled away by
untimely fouls as the
Spartans were cited for
infractions, com24
pared to only 11 for the
Wolfpack.
Johnnie Skinner,
Dave Dockery and Don
Strong all shared SJS
scoring honors with 14

Forty-three
positions are now open to
SJS students on the Academic Council operating
committees.
According to Reed
Sparks, personnel selection officer, a number
of positions on a variety of committees are
open.
Students may apply
for positions on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 12:30 to
3:30 and on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from
10:30 to 2:30 in the A.S.
personnel office in the
College Union.

Test change
The Federal Service
Entrance Examination
originally scheduled for
Jan.
22 has been
changed to Jan. 15.
Application forms
are available in the Business, Technology and
Government section of
Career Planning and
Placement, Building Q,
room 3 (next to the Business Tower).
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PISCEAN WATERBEDS -1850 VI San,
Carlos 294 1455 Just West of the
King Queen 524, Twin SIC
Gap.
10
Safety Liner 52. Frames $14
Also
year guarantee on Il beds
Water Soles, modern furniture, tepo
Ask about our NRO policy
tries
294-1455.
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners Basic H. Basic L
Food Supplements. Instant Protein,
plain & with powdered cocoa boons
Cosmetics. beauty aids fa personal
care items
Phour 297-3466
John 4 Mary Rhoades
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R ’nor & arrists needed Inc new recycling center Bob c/o Recycling Ass of Amer
phone 287-9403 or 371-6680
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co-ed who can’t afford
900,000 Betty Crocker
the expense
Coupons (deposited at into booth it
stud Union) by Dec 10 W, ,I 03,
Please help :
for machine
can,
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of S.J For
the non -theistic searcher. For free
info. write P0. BOX 881. San Jose
95106 or call, 294-5017
WANTED.
to
the
evenings

Someone to drive my car
Denver area 961-8963

WHAT’S A SLAPSTICK NIGHT? Come
See Dec 9th 7.30 College Ballroom
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON SALEI
Get REED, SJS’s only creative arts
magazine -the cream of student f
poetry, and photography. just 500 per
issue, or BOO for both
SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOWOPEN
Lowest air fares, charter flights, convenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union.
Call us at
787-2070 or stop by our office. Free
flight bag for first 100 passengers.
PURPOSE OF MANKIND
Lectures synthesizing man’s ideals
today, No fee. SJ 275-9965

DART STATION WAGON Good pond
R& H New tires. shocks, battery,
brakes $300 Wing Chair. like new
$50 264-8091

MALE SPANISH MAJOR can make $50
an hour
Call Craig at 247 8510
after 5 p m

/Oa SAll
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed ginr invites you to compare quality, service, and price when buying your
COI us anytime or stop
waterbed
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from SJS at 403 Park Ave
corner of Deimos 286-1263

KILLY HEAD SKIS. 800 Metal -Glee.
203 cm. New. No bindings ever mounted.
Under 1 year guarantee $125
Ph: 867-3627

CAR RALLYE, STANDORDSHOPPING
CENTER lie Palo Alto) Saturday, De
comber 18, bySPORTIN’ LIFE Any car and Beginners welcome. Start
anytime between 6 and 9 p.m

GUITAR-GOYA, Model 8-12,6 string,
with case. Must Sell! Call anytime
Nick 354-8338 $OO

I SEDRM. FURN. Apt. 4 blks. from
Campus. Kept quiet. 165 E. Reed St.
03
NEED SECOND for 2 -bedroom apt.
Away from campus. $65 per/mo.
Call Bob 297-8598
2-8DM, FURN, APT. 1/2 blk, from
campus. Quiet. Ideal for serious students. S190 per/me. MI. incl. 2870701 anytime,
SHARE HOUSE $60 1/3of util. Motorcycle Honda CB350 ’71. Excel cond.
$498 Call 272-2360
ROOM FOR FEMALE in well organized Co-op house. $60 month, includes utilities 296-3746.
Need 3 girls
STARTING FEB. 1st
In share !roe , turn house on S
Call Miriam or Jean
1211, $50/mo
293-6205

IMMACULATE 4 BDRMS., 2 bath
home. 4 blks. from SJS Irge rms.
basement. 2 car detached garage
Back 2 bdrms. with kitchennette.
Ideal fur rental.
$32, 950 Midtown Realty 732-3500

1140 VALIANT STATION WON. Slant
6 RAC Runs OK. Good student car.
Used daily. $175 267-9420

BICYCLES - Matching man & woman’s
3-speed with kiddie soots, gen. lights
tacks, $25 each 257-6567

Good cond.

NORD1CA SKI BOOTS, women site
7 1/2 W.
Almost new, $25 Call
297-2822

FEMALE/MALE: Share house tv/2
others. Own rm. 570 1/3 util. 4 mi.
from S.Z. Most be neat Seriously
2-4 pm
Rol 251-0151
No pets!
or after 9 pm.
HUGE 1 BEDROOM ideal for roommate.
620
Recreation room, swim pool
S. 9th St.

30 X 40" poster made from any photo
Great gifts
or slide in 1 day. $5
& decoration Super shot. 353 Men’i
than 265-8631

205 HEAD DH. Ex cond, w/o bindings:
3 -speed Steyr girls 26" bike
$35.
Brand new $47. Call 295-2669

13 VW. Body damage Good rebuilt
243-9632
engine, good tires $150
or 243-7105.

FOR SALE: BELL STAR HELMET.
$49.95.
Sz 7 1/4’
Brand hew
Call Tony 344-9953

ELVIN BISHOP
LSO
CLOVER

COLLEGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attract,e shapely coed
paid model whose pictures
for
will appear in nationally distributed
collegiate art calendar If interested
send bikini picture immediately lc
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc 4144E Grant
Road, Tucson, Arizona 85712."

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART
Down. la s in C ol lege Unite.
287-2010
Meri-iro; 9 to 836

T

TII EWAtt E11411

FOUND: medium sized gold tabby cat
near Home En. Bldg. Loud purring
Call Mary at 253-9900.

DRIVER WANTED 30% to 50% tom
mission good earnings 9 11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gomery St 297-4228

LOST, A plastic zipper bag containing
gold key case. If found please return
to College Union lost and found

NEEDED! People who want to bettor
themselves Part or full time work.
Unbelievable opportunity Call 2419685 & 275-0120

I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry. all
one of a kind If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 354
8804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
George L sr imore
Saturday
- -- JOBS EUROPE guaranteed& salaried
England, Sw it re Hand, year round,
young people 18 19 General help 1s1
class hotels For details & application
send $100 to Jobs Europe Dept. C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91402

WAITERS, BUSBOYS exp weekends
Most be able to speak Chinese Wai
kibi Village 15466 San Jose Los
Gatos Rd Los Gatos 356 9164

18 AND 01.1)ER

LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ONSALEI
Get REED, SJS’s only creative arts
imagining the cream of student fiction,
poetry, and photography, lust 500 per
issue, or 800 for both
JACK - I love you. - Stronghearted
Kalh,
ROCK CONCERT
Music by Espies
Clyde and The Bubblegum Pau, Jour
Bldg Mein Room. Nov 31, usual time
WE LOVE YOU WANDA, Front the
get down "Jacks" to the "Lows"
next door BA K.
SKIERS Lake Tahoe, So Shore, trailer
sleeps 6 Weekend or by the week,
available Xmas Vie. Call 267-2643
between 4-5 PM
NANCY GIFFORD: I have crush on
you. Is that cat your boyf mend or what?
I forgot my assignment on purpose
coos’’’ SHY - S
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Rick Rasmus
from a silly rabbit and a blue bug!!
WILL THE GUY who thinks he has my
bike please call back No gimmicks!
No questions asked! Pauline 186-6597

SIRrICES

8 ;

AUTO INSURANCE No driver re
Low Monthly Rat& Quick
fuud
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Cover..e up to Mac $24.00,
Iv 126 on #331, to 175 cc $34, Is 3300t
$IC to 750 cc $54 David Towle 2413900
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month.1
icc, no contract
Esche’s 251-2598
--TYPING--Term papers, etc caper
tanned and last
Phone 269-8674
EXPERIENCED THESISTYPIST E lactric-Mastrs-Reports Marianne
Tambora 1924 Harris Ave.. San Jose
Telephone: 371-0395
FAST, ACCURATE, experienud t,
pest, can edit Four miles from "am
pus Mrs Asian., 298 4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE: Weddings,
tcaornyeirnsg,pebretocrhauitceso, jba-275rosts96. enter
EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing 8,
Ex -English Teacher, IBM
Editing
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Bry.
nor at 244-6444, after 530 P.M
SPEED READING -We guarantee loaf
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension Learning Foundations 296-3224
TYPING -IBM E lec edit Term pap
206-2620
ers-thesis -manuscripts
Hr college Fast, reasonable Mrs
Oliver

FLUTE LESSONS
Cynthia Creswell
253-0454
MATHEMATICS TUTORING: Robert
M. Vogt, PhD.. Mathematics For most
courses at Stale. Phone: 377-79114
TYPING 1131Apica, Experienced,
Term Papers. Theses, etc
243E313 9 A M to 8 P M
TYPING, ALTERATIONS, SEWING
287-4333 ACROSS PARKING LOT ON
4th
YOUR PAPER READ. edited for
modest fee Joe 269 9022

FLYING 100N? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freemen can help you
Fly at 1/3
maim your GETAWAY
off with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
287-11668 for info or 297,1700 for
ions
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student flights
Inexpensive student camping 111%/rs
throughout West and East Europe. in
ducting Russia SOFA agent for in
ter European student charter flights
Contact 1SCA 11687 San Vicente Blvd
Suite 04 L A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
1126 5669
SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOW OPEN
Lowest air fares, charter flights, convenient campus location, downstairs
Call us at
in the College Union
2E7-2070 or stop by our offic Fret
gars.
flight bag for first 100 p
PASADENA BOWL Charter Buses $20
Round trip 259 4758 or 287 8709
-
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Arldoss
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

DEC. 16

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Call
Birth Control Institute. 287-3487

Clean those dirty rugs & stone those
dull floors before the holidays Not
more than a hour needed 10 5... clean
& dry rugs Call after 2 CO at 29E0225- Very reasonable

ALLIGATOR
WALLET lost -Library Science mm Sun 12/5 S.S.,
ASS, ID, License, & credit cards
REWARD
No questions
Helen
269-3077

wail

WANTED: Reindeer with rod nose to
play lead in combo Must apply be fore Dec 25 Call K. Kringle

ei
Ad,’
amount lof
PArn add.
Weal line

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope. !distend
Press, 1807 E Olympic, Losengeras.
Calif 90021

Run or
LARGE 1 & 2 bdrm art
Unfurn. No children or pets. 5blocks
283 E. Reed 6 7th
from camps&
Phone. 266-2036

LOST: One large altered SAW cat.
Answers to "Durnbshit " lost in area
of 11th and San Fernando on 11/29
Please call 287-3851

71{iP elikkIllri

B EAUTIFUL ALFA ROMEO cones,
’lisle 5750 1962, with new engine,
top, dual webers 295 9967 Jack

4

NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma! 51 00 Bonus
with student ID on first visit Cali’
forni Blood Beak Foundation. 35 S
Almaden Ave lOpposite Greyhound
Bus Station) Phone 294 6535

TYPING IN MY HOME Fast, accurate. minor editing Mrs Bader. 1330
No Bascom Avenue. Apt 110, Phone
244 -6581

leST AND IOUND

’62 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL. Good
condition -every extra possible -2756509

Vnlrniint
Thine lines
One dnr
3 lines

FRONTLASH needs people to help
register voters Phone 294-9278 aft
5p

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share 2 bdrrn. ,
2 bath apt. Pool tables, pool, sauna,
Call Mon
All for $79/mo.
gym.
thru Sun before 1:00 pm: 984-0783

WANTED: Liberal mellow person to
share house and housework with 1 guy
Own Room $50/rno &
& 2 girls
PGE 287-0729
- -

WOMEN STUDENTS, Mous e wives
earn extra Christmas 55 hosting uni
You invite friends,
pro party plan
neighbors & earn 25% of all sales
Excellent SS op
We give party!
Call 295-4495 5-7 P M
portunity.
for party reservalions and infor

VW PARTS CHEAP? CALL 253-209?

$40 REWARD BrowSchwinn Girl’s
bike stolen front in front of Cut
Hall Call Pauline 286-6597 No
, Questions

6 -BORN HOUSE close to school $350
Auilable now or at
per month
semester 287-4900

NORD1CA SKI BOOTS -- Buckle Sire
9 med. Good cond. $20 or best offer.
Call Gerry 793-2069

THE ELEVEN YEAR CAR 66 VOLVO
122S. Great shape, auto, redioheeter,
new paint, 77,000 mi. $995 287-3481
Rm 1104 B. Dole.

19E4 VW Good, Clean car. %Int
transportation. New engine, brakes
$695 Call Art 243-0718 After 6

1 GIRL TO SHARE turn. flat in house
w/2 others Own huge bdrm 590/mo.
275-0230 Sue or Terri

ROCK ORGAN! Must Sell. Leaving
for Europe! Needs slight adjustment.
Also Saber Reverb Amp w/15" Fender sok_ and wcesories $150. Call
266-2964
after 1:03 PM Bill

SKIERS? I gotta beautiful pair of
Lange Comps. flo. $100 Call Jim
275-1596 after 800 P.M.

’63 COMET CONVERTIBLE R
Ex cond Sharp interior
& R
Runs good PB & PS 5200 Call
Joe, 9644497 or 326-4350 (x4713

FELLOWS: WILLOW GLEN AREA.
Congenial large room w/kit. priv
$60 per/mn 294.1211

ESPANA Steel String 161 21 Frett
New, excl coed
Guitar
$140, Case $34 Both for $115. Call
Dave: 377-7374

’71 HONDA 350 SCL w/helmet, s. bar
0 chain. Excellent coed $675. 293E636 after 4:30 p.m.

’67 FIAT 850 SPT COUPE New
brakes, 6 -ply radials, and custom
exhaust XcInt. coed Make offer
Drafted! 967-4712

LAST
EDITIONS
EVER NOW
ON SALE. Get Reed. SIS’s only
creative arts ’magazine the cream
of student fiction, poetry. arid photography, Just 50C per issue, or
80e for both

POTTERY: The Shingle Mill, Felton.
Calif. Call Bruce: 335-7334

SKI BOOTS-MEN’ buckle kollach
like new.
Size 9-9 1/2, $50. also
Treviso Italian buckle boots Sire
8-8 1/2 $25. Call 286-2882.

17 BMW MO: Michelin radials,
clean, 45,0,1 miles. Needs some
clutch 11 Irons. wk. $1,075. See
Dr. Minium, Psych. Dept. or call
269-9365

FRIDAY FLICK "MASH MASH
MASH"
Starring Donald Sutherland 7 & 10
P M Morris Dailey Aud 500 admission.

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 Per
posed. Any ornount. Ph: 293-2954

TALENTED Songwriters. Musicians.
Singers and Groups wanted by Music
Publishing Record Production Firm
14061292-222

IDEAL CHRISTMAS gift for parent to
Marc ’70
help male student buy:
Cyclone.
Red with white vinyl too
Orig owner
all extras, low miles.
former 5 yr SJSC student Paid
$5008 cash 2 yrs. ago. $2735 oroffer
for appointment to see this like new
car call 244-27011.

LNESS AND .1013 TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2200 sq ft Executive
3 year old modern contemporary coo tom country home on one acre with
magnificient view In beautiful con.
dition. 3 bdrrn 2 bath, built in bar,
6 sliding glass -doors, beamed ceiling
throughout the house. $53,500.00 Call.
259-3019,

CALL TRISH:

HART SOIS, Length 81" w/adjustable
tyrolean safety binding, Good cond.
$65.00 Call 297-2822

1960 VW BUS Porsche 1600 Engine,
radials, tires, tuned exhaust Must
sell $625 or best offer Ph 851-1879

MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet, spacious
2 bedroom apt. W/w carpets Built,
in appliances. Heated pool Lots of
cabinet space. $150/mo 466 S 5th 81

B EAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S.
7th St. Ph. 293-8656
12 STRING GUITAR.
243-1846

SI

GIRLS OFR TI New rooms withk Achim
priv From $60 99 So 9th and 278
So 10ffi
Across campus Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514

THE PISCEAN
35 S 4th 1/2 block north from SJS
lib ra ry King -queen complete beds
$46.00 Double $4200 Twin $33.00
Frames $14, liners V? heaters $35
10 year guarantee on all
and up
Also water sofas, modern
beds
& organic furniture, tapestries Mellow sales people 35S.41k. 287-7030

FREE CAT -Moving to apt. over
Xmas. Need a home for my cat. Call
241-1937

19E4 VW BUS Koni shocks camber
compensator. Rebuilt trans. extra,
ter exhaust $1100 lirm Call Bill 28E4954

HO USVIG

FOR RENT! I, 2, Si 3 bdrm Apt
w/w carpets, AEK w/pool $115, 650,
13 $180 p/mo
Centrally located 3
miles from campus lust off Almaden
Expry 2445 Rinconada Dr Mgr Apt
01, No children or pets Unfurnished
Call before 9 P M 266 1613 Quiet
area, conducive for studious indivo
duels

LARGEST SELECTION of currwd,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price. Ouglity books di records
purchased.
Top prices paid -cash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
supplernentais, classics. RECYCLE
198 So. 2nd St 21154275

$8 00/HR. AVERAGE
Stone bummer salesmen trip, but
the money is good. 295-8444, Paul.

y

EARN WHILE IN SCHOOL $3004500
per ma
Campus representative for
resume fomurding service. Flexible
hours
For full information write
National Resume Services, P 0 Box
1445, P*01,11 ILL 61601

FREE XMAS TREE with every complete king size bed Aqua Snooze
Water Beds, 1415 The Alameda 2663544 12-8 Mon. Sat

II MM movie camera, BAN model,
25 mm f 1.4 Cook lvotal
70-DL.
Anadigrnat lens. Filming speeds 8,
IS. 24, 48, 64 f.p s. New. price $603.
Now $295. incl. tripod, case & lights.
Call Ozzie: 206 -Illicit. 72.

"LAW SCHOOL -WILL I LIKE IT?
CAN I MAKE IT?" A new book by
recent law graduate for prospective
law students. It looks at how to best
prepare for law school, including what
books to read and analyzes several
formulas based on admission studies
to predict first year average
It
is possible to determine how one will
do in law school. For your copy send
$2.95 to Kroos Press, Box 3709A,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217

REPAIRMAN NEEDED,
Need someone to fix our toile!
Will pay $10 for your labor 195
8444

CLASSIFIED RATES
December 17 Early Evening and December 18
Early Morning Flights
From San Jose to Los
Angeles, Burbank and
San Diego. ReturnFlights
On Jan. 2. First Come,
First Serve!

SJS took advantage
of a height advantage
over the weak Pioneer
contigent and overpowered the visitors
with relative ease, despite having a la rge
share of the 60 personal fouls and 57 turnovers charged against
the Ill

Spartan Daily Classifieds

’1111 KAWASAKI 500 CC
$500 369-8389

Vacancies

the Spartans poured it
on for 67 markers in
the second half to salt
the game away early.
SJS hit a sizzling 61
per cent from the field
for the entire game.
The win for SJS
equal the total number
of wins the cagers had
all last season.

points apiece.
Mike
Webb and LeonBeauchman each threw in 10
points.
The Hayward State
contest the night before
was really no contest
at all. It was a runaway.
After moving to a
40-30 lead at halftime,
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